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2020 was the tumultuous year of the COVID-19 

pandemic — a year that demonstrated the resilience 

and power of VTN’s incredible network of veterans, 

supporters, funders, and clinicians. 

We faced a tough adversary. When COVID-19 hit, 

everything was shuttered: Legion halls, gathering 

places, government offices, and veterans’ services 
became only virtual. The pandemic tested all of us, but 

it was veterans who fought the hardest against their 

isolation and deepening operational stress injuries.

Veterans needed VTN’s services more than ever, yet 

we couldn’t deliver them. We were forced to pause our 

signature 10-day Veterans Transition Program (VTP) as 

it wasn’t possible to deliver it safely due to the close 

physical contact.

As a board, we quickly considered options. We thought 

about furloughing VTN until the pandemic passed. We 

thought about the impossible mission of delivering 

group counselling programs six feet apart. We also 

thought about all the veterans who depend on VTN’s 

programs to rescue them from dangerous despair.

And so we rose. The Veterans Transition Network — 

graduates, supporters, funders, clinicians, staff and 

board — joined together and created a new program that 

the insidious virus couldn’t stop or infect.

VTN’s new Transition Skills Course (TSC), a five-day, 
one trip to a retreat centre, COVID-safe, in-person group 

Cpl. (Ret’d) Tim Laidler MA, CD

On behalf of the 
VTN Board of Directors

counselling program, launched in July 2020 to serve 

veterans during this pandemic. Created by VTN’s Clinical 

Director Dr. Paul Whitehead, this program had feedback 

from 100 VTP program graduates and over 26 clinicians. 

There was a four-month flurry to create the TSC and that 
hard work resulted in a great program.

Let no one forget that donors, funders and supporters 

also stepped up to ensure this program could be 

delivered across Canada. We want to extend our deep 

appreciation for their financial “lift off” of the TSC and 
commitment to help veterans during the pandemic. 

In this year of masks and virtual veterans who watched 

Remembrance Day ceremonies, tributes, and funerals 

on screens, our human VTN network found growth, hope 

and strength. Together, we helped struggling veterans 

safely participate in group counselling and undoubtedly 

saved many lives during this pandemic.

The VTN board is very proud of the tireless efforts of all 

involved in bringing the new TSC to Canada’s veterans 

and we wish to extend a special thanks to Dr. Whitehead 

for creating this resiliency program when it was needed 

the absolute most. 

Respectfully yours,

FROM THE BOARD CHAIR

2020 Board of Directors: • Tim Laidler, Chair • Adam Schell, Treasurer • Joseph Waugh, Member at Large 
• Gavin Dew, Member at Large • Adrienne Alford-Burt, Member at Large • Brian McDonald, Member at Large

Our mission: The Veterans Transition Network offers group counselling designed specifically 
for veterans to overcome trauma, improve mental health and well-being, strengthen family 
life, stabilize employment and aid the transition from soldier to civilian.



2020 was a seismic stop-and-start year for our 

organization and our mission. We stopped delivery of our 

Veterans Transition Program for the first time in 20 years, 
and feared then fought for VTN’s future. We rallied our 

network, retooled our services, and relaunched to support 

veterans during an unprecedented time. 

Fine-tuned since the first pilot program in the late 1990s, 
our Veterans Transition Program (VTP) had evolved into 

a significant model of care. It gets results – helping 
Canadian veterans work through trauma, reconnect with 

family, and reclaim their lives, year after year. But the VTP 

is not safe during COVID. Along with three trips to a retreat 

centre, it involves action-based components that require 

close physical proximity. 

In March of 2020 the pandemic forced us to pause the 

delivery of our flagship program. 

Halting our programs meant a sharp and sudden change 

to VTN’s financial reality. We spent weeks scrutinizing the 
numbers, reducing costs, preparing to cut our salaries, and 

if necessary, furlough ourselves — anything we had to do to 

see the organization through COVID-19 with the necessary 

resources to spin back up the machine of program delivery 

after the pandemic.  

As COVID restrictions tightened across the country, all 

Canadians saw their supports slip away and we heard this 

message echoed by the veterans in our network. Across 

Canada, we received feedback from coordinators and 

clinicians that the urgency of requests for VTN programs 

from veterans was increasing. It was clear to us that their 

pre-existing challenges coupled with a near total loss of 

support spelled trouble. It was not enough for us to simply 

hibernate through the winter. 

Over the next four months we worked to retool our 

program, using input from veterans, our national clinical 

network, and provincial health authorities, to create a new 

service: VTN’s Transition Skills Course or “TSC”.
Oliver Thorne

Executive Director
Dr. Paul Whitehead

National Clinical 
Director

This was a seismic stop-and-start year for VTN’s group counselling programs, 

as we paused our signature program and started another just as popular.

The TSC is a 5-day veterans retreat with physical 

distancing, PPE, and robust COVID-19 safety protocols. 

The course adapts some of the core components of our 

VTP, focused on the pandemic challenges that veterans 

identified, like communication (with spouses and children), 
self-care, goal setting and resiliency.

We launched delivery of the TSC in July, and the response 

was beyond our expectations. Veterans expressed 

profound appreciation for a tailor-made service that 

was accessible when many other supports had fallen 

away. We received more testimonials, stories, and thank 

you messages than ever before, some of which you will 

see later on in this report. We’ll continue to deliver the 

TSC throughout 2021 and beyond, where it will take 

a permanent place alongside our VTP in our program 

schedule. 

2020 highlighted the power of VTN’s human network 

to help and heal, and we’d like to express our deep 

appreciation to every member in our network. To our 

staff for their dedication in the face of uncertainty, to our 

clinicians and paraprofessionals for braving personal risk 

to help veterans, to our board for providing prudent advice, 

and to our donors for their unflinching support during a 
time of unprecedented uncertainty. 

Thank you all for supporting veterans during this 

challenging year. You called, emailed, and modelled 

compassion, and those we served appreciated your 

support more than we can express.

Nunquam Unus (Never Alone)

FROM THE LEADERSHIP
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Congratulations to the first graduates of VTN’s Transition Skills 
Course. Launched in July, this new five-day retreat-style course 
provided 60 veterans a combined 3000+ hours of counselling. 

They focused on developing skills important for both transition, and 

COVID-19, such as social inclusion, military to civilian transition, 

mental health, and communication skills (including with spouses and 

children). 

The inaugural July TSC was a French-language Quebec women’s 

course. The six female veterans were very appreciative of the 

support during COVID-19. One veteran said she “felt like herself 
for the first time in a long time.” Another considered the group her 
“sister-helpers” and told VTN they kept in touch after the program: 
“Our fates are now linked and we help each other.”

With this very positive feedback and successful safety protocols, VTN 

delivered 12 more TSCs across Canada before December, totalling 

seven courses for men and six for women. 

THE NEW TRANSITION 
SKILLS COURSE
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VTN quickly discovered that “group” 
counselling and COVID-19 safety protocols 

presented considerable obstacles. Here is 

how we fought social isolation while keeping 

everyone safe: 

COVID-19
SAFETY PLAN

1. PPE

Every course provided PPE (Personal 

Protective Equipment) for all participants. 

Our thanks to the Canadian Red Cross and 

the Government of Canada for supplying 

1440 individually wrapped gloves and 

masks. All VTN facilitators participated in 

formal Red Cross training on the correct way 

to don and doff the PPE. 

3. Physical (not Social) Distancing

We adapted the structure of our group programs to 

conform to government recommendations on physical 

distancing. In the group, this meant a larger circle and 

plenty of hand sanitizer. For our retreat centres this 

meant limiting contact with staff, individually served 

meals and reducing the use of common spaces to limit 

exposure. In some provinces, VTN needed to find new 
retreat centres that could accommodate these requests. 

We’d like to thank all our retreat centre partners for 

their adaptability, resourcefulness and generous 

rescheduling policies as changing conditions threw us 

continual curve balls.

2. Protocol

We communicated a rigorous set of COVID 

safety guidelines to all our facilitators, 

participants, retreat centres and caterers. 

These protocols were based on federal 

and provincial guidelines, with the goal of 

keeping everybody safe. 

4. Screening

We screened each participant during intake, and 

immediately prior to the program, to minimize the risk 

COVID-19 exposure. We monitored changing COVID and 

lockdown situations, and stayed in close contact with 

all scheduled participants. On multiple occasions, we 

had to refer veterans to other services if new restrictions 

prevented them from crossing a provincial border to our 

nearest program.
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“I want other Vets to know that you’re not alone. 
Sometimes, you feel like you’re alone and you 

have to keep everything inside, but when you’re 

surrounded by other vets who have experienced 

trauma, you realize, ‘it’s not just me.’ That military, 

family bond that you once had is still there.” 
-Marisa 
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“I am so happy that VTN was able to offer this program, 
I still have lots of work to do but now I know what it is 

I am supposed to do. I made some true friends on the 

program and we still communicate pretty much daily on 

a social media private group.” 
 - Jeffrey

“I’ve made many 
connections in 

the Forces, and 

the connections 

I made on 

this course 

ranks among those... Each day, 

you “check-in” and “check out”, 
which offers you an opportunity to 

express yourself without judgement. 

I left there with more insight about 

myself, my behaviours, my actions, 

and put another tool in my belt 

to continue living a meaningful, 

successful life.”
 - Ivan

“The VTN allowed me to discover truths about myself 
that I had no idea at all! I would even say more, truths 

that I was hiding from myself. Not easy to accept as an 

observation. This program has given me several tools 

that will serve me throughout my life.”
 - Véronique

“This experience has been so uplifting and encouraging! It gives you hope to feel listened to and appreciated by 
brothers in arms. It is truly a special and privileged moment that allows us to make a moral and emotional transition 

in order to free ourselves from the wounds that plague our lives... This experience has truly made a difference in my 

daily life.”  - Maurice

TESTIMONIALS



2020 AT A GLANCE

80

1400+

Veterans served in 2020

Veterans served since

program inception

26
Clinicians

5000
Hours of counselling and skill 

development for veterans

50+
Paraprofessionals

Programs 
in 2020

Programs 
since inception

1
Global pandemic

4
Month program halt

35%

65%
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STAFF OVERVIEW

In 2020, VTN provided significant training for its network 
of 26 clinicians and 50+ paraprofessionals to help 

veterans during COVID-19.

Training for Clinicians - VTN Clinical Director, Dr. Paul 

Whitehead, developed and implemented comprehensive 

clinical training sessions on how to deliver VTN’s new 

Transition Skills Course, including COVID-19 safety 

protocols. The training sessions involved VTN clinicians 

from across Canada and included their valuable 

feedback on delivery amidst evolving restrictions 

in various provinces. VTN wants to recognize the 

excellence and commitment of its clinical network to 

serve veterans in this tough pandemic year. VTN also 

recognizes Boeing Vancouver’s generous support of our 

clinician training.

Training for Paraprofessionals - Despite the pandemic, 

VTN continued its planned funding partnership 

with the Centre of Excellence on PTSD in Ottawa to 

develop formal peer support training for VTN’s veteran 

paraprofessionals or “paras”. This new training 
helps VTN’s paras better support veterans at our 

program retreats and provide greater peer support in 

communities. In developing the training, VTN sought 

their input, holding para focus groups across the country 

early in 2020. These consultations resulted in three 

levels of para training, developed by VTN’s Doug Allen 

with the support of VTN’s Dr. Paul Whitehead. The first 
VTN para training session took place in December 2020 

with 11 of VTN’s most experienced paras. They reported 

the training helped them develop methods to better 

support veterans during and after programs, and learn 

from each other. Together with the Centre of Excellence, 

our clinical network and our paras, VTN will continue to 

deliver, evaluate and fine-tune this training in order to 
provide the best possible curriculum for paras across 

Canada. 



Carrie West joined VTN 

in April 2020 as the 

Manager of Grant Writing 

& Communications, 

charged with the 

difficult task of raising 
funds during a global pandemic and the 

complete reimagining of VTN’s programs. Carrie 

brings extensive experience in fundraising, 

communications and journalism with recognized 

national organizations.

 

Her efforts over the past year helped stabilize 

VTN’s finances during a challenging time, and 
now support VTN’s continued growth as demand 

for our programs continues to increase across 

Canada. VTN raises charitable dollars to ensure 

that all veterans, regardless of their means, can 

attend our programs free of charge. Carrie’s 

fundraising and major gifts experience has 

already translated into increased revenue to help 

veterans during the pandemic. 

Carrie is also increasing communications so that 

veterans across Canada — all ages, men and 

women, active/retired, CAF/RCMP — will know 

VTN’s programs are available in their area and 

specialized for military trauma. Most importantly, 

VTN wants to get the message out that seeking 

mental health care is strong and veterans are 

never alone in their struggles. VTN runs programs 

in French and English in nine provinces and 

has multiple communications channels for 

veterans, including social media (Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, YouTube). Managing all this is 

a considerable task and VTN is fortunate to have 

Carrie at the helm.

NEW POSITIONS

In late 2020 Sgt (Ret) 

Doug Allen moved into 

a new role as National 

Manager of Veteran 

Paraprofessional 

Support to oversee 

VTN’s growing network of paraprofessionals 

across Canada, aptly named the National Para 

Support Team (NPST). Alongside their training 

in collaboration with the Centre of Excellence 

on PTSD, Doug will ensure this national team of 

50+ program graduates have the resources and 

support needed to provide the best possible peer 

support to other veterans seeking VTN mental 

health care or other services. 

Doug brings 20 years of military experience, a 

Master’s in Social Work, and the lived experience 

of a VTN graduate, turned-para, turned-clinician. 

Doug will manage the recruitment, training, and 

continued professional development for the 

NPST, including opportunities to learn directly 

from VTN’s clinicians to hone their skills in 

peer-support. Doug will also foster important 

collaborations by connecting paras with each 

other across the country to learn from each 

other’s experiences and develop ways to support 

one another in their work with the VTN. VTN’s 

peer support network is an exciting area of 

growth and we are fortunate to have Doug’s 

experience and passion to strengthen it further.
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Highlights
In August, the Delta Optimist in British Columbia ran the first story about VTN’s new Transition Skills Course 
and it was picked up by many other news sites in its network. A Winnipeg Sun story quickly followed, featuring 
interviews with Board Chair Tim Laidler and Executive Director Oliver Thorne who both spoke of VTN’s intention to 
help veterans during the pandemic in building “fortitude and resiliency”. 

MEDIA COVERAGE

Canadian Press
VTN’s Oliver Thorne spoke with Canadian Press 
reporter Lee Berthiaume about the trials facing 
veterans during COVID-19. This November 9, 2020, 
story ran on news sites across Canada in French and 

English. 

Spice Radio
On November 10, SP!CE Radio in Vancouver 

featured VTN’s Oliver Thorne as a special guest. 

Oliver spoke about how operational stress injuries were 

magnified due to the stress of COVID-19 and how Canadians 
could best support veterans. We posted his interview to VTN’s 

YouTube channel.

VTN had extensive media coverage in 2020. Many reporters wanted to update Canadians about veterans’ mental health 

during the pandemic. VTN’s Executive Director Oliver Thorne, Atlantic Coordinator Doug Allen, Ontario Coordinator Patrick 

Thomas and Board Chair Tim Laidler raised awareness of veterans’ mental health in national and local media.

“The only thing that’s certain in COVID is uncertainty,” says Oliver Thorne, 

executive director of the Vancouver-based Veterans Transition Network, 

which works with former service members struggling with psychological 

trauma. “And uncertainty breeds anxiety, stress and depression. So 

that’s what we’re seeing with many veterans, is that uncertainty caused 

by COVID, whether it’s financial, whether it’s to do with their health, their 
employment, it’s really having a negative impact.”

- An excerpt from VTN’s Executive Director, Oliver Thorne’s interview with 

Canadian Press.

Veterans Transition Network | 2020 Annual Report
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CBC Radio
On November 10, VTN’s Oliver 
Thorne conducted 10 CBC radio 
interviews across Canada, one after 
the other with hosts of provincial talk 
shows. Oliver talked about veterans, 

isolation, transition, PTSD and the reduced accessibility 
of support services. It was excellent awareness building 
and advocacy for veterans, and great coverage for VTN’s 
network. VTN is very thankful for CBC’s interest.

CityNews
On Remembrance Day, CityNews contacted Oliver 
Thorne for a same-day Zoom interview that ran across 
Canada in print and video form. Oliver informed 
Canadians about the pandemic’s toll on veterans and 
the increased numbers of veterans seeking help -- on 
a day where most watched virtual Remembrance Day 

ceremonies at home.

Global TV
During the scaled-back 
Remembrance Day 
ceremonies in Vancouver, 

Board Chair Tim Laidler spoke live with Global TV 
about the Veterans Transition Network and his work 
with veterans at the University of British Columbia. 
VTN thanks Tim for generously sharing his screen time 

between UBC and VTN.

CTV
VTN’s Doug Allen rose early on 
Remembrance Day to speak 
with the popular national 
breakfast show “Your Morning” 
about veterans’ mental health 

and the need for group work to resolve trauma. CTV ran 
clips of his interview on social media and published a 

print story throughout its extensive news network.

West Island 
Blog
The interviewer 
of this popular 
Montreal blog 
thanked VTN’s 

Patrick Thomas twice for his service in the Vietnam 
War. In their chat, Patrick spoke with her about VTN’s 
presence in Quebec and explained how VTN programs 

help veterans during the pandemic.

Tegh Singh
On Remembrance Day, VTN graduate Tegh Singh got on 

his bicycle and rode solo for 34 kilometres past Calgary’s 

many military monuments. His mission was to raise 

awareness of veterans’ mental health, while raising 

money for VTN programs and Calgary’s Field of Crosses 

charity. Tegh wanted to ride for those who came home with 

difficulties, and for those who didn’t come home at all. 
Tegh documented his ride on social media and inspired 

numerous media stories. On this cold Remembrance Day, 

Tegh was a symbol of hope, strength and remembrance. 

We want to express our gratitude to Tegh and Bike Calgary 

for this inspirational ride for veterans and our fallen.



Connecting Veterans
In Nova Scotia, VTN’s Doug Allen led Operation 

Outreach, an initiative to increase peer support 

throughout Atlantic Canada during COVID-19. 

Utilizing Facebook private groups for military and 

law enforcement, VTN’s peer supporters or “paras” 
galvanized peer contact and phone-a-friend activities 

around Nova Scotia and as far as Newfoundland and 

New Brunswick. VTN’s paras took the approach of not 

reaching out because others needed help; instead, 

they emphasized the value in reconnecting with an 

old friend. Thus, VTN spurred connections through 

valuing veterans and maintaining friendships with 

other veterans. Operation Outreach was supported 

by the Community Foundation of Nova Scotia and the 

Government of Canada.

IN THE COMMUNITY

Community Support
The Government of Canada created an Emergency 

Community Support Fund that was administered 

by community organizations. Through this Canada-

wide grant, VTN received welcome support from 

many community funders, including: The Winnipeg 

Foundation, Community Foundation of Nova Scotia, 

Foundation of Greater Montreal, and Centraide of 

Greater Montreal. VTN also received generous support 

from the Vancouver Foundation and Quebec Veterans 

Foundation with additional grants. We want to thank all 

these community funders and organizations for their 

support of VTN and the great work they do year-round 

to strengthen communities and bolster services that 

benefit all. 

During the pandemic, Canadians extended unprecedented support to VTN and our programs. We heard amazing stories of veterans 

helping veterans and witnessed many acts of kindness by Canadians. VTN engaged directly with those who wanted to help. 

Veterans Transition Network | 2020 Annual Report
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Dollars Invested in 
Veterans Services

Management 
and Admin Costs

2020 Revenue: $2,083,392

2016 
$1,235,392

2017 
$1,554,287

2016 
12.9%

2017 
10.5%

2019

This year 77 cents of every dollar raised went directly towards veterans services. 
For full audited financials, please visit: vtncanada.org/financials

2020 Expenses: $1,362,006

2018 
$ 1,973,609

2018 
9.2%

2020 FINANCIAL REPORT

2019
$2,033,203

2019 
10.1%

2020

Program 77% | $1,049,564

Management & Admin 

16% | $213,214

Fundraising 7% | $99,228

2020
$1,049,564

2020 
16%

Program 85.3% | $2,033,203

Management & Admin 

10.1% | $240,513

Fundraising 4.6% | $108,482

Due to COVID-19, VTN paused all program delivery for 4 months, and relaunched with shorter programs in order to adhere to COVID-19 

restrictions. This resulted in a program/admin expenses ratio that is lower than normal for VTN.
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ABOVE AND BEYOND FOR THE VTN

Thank you, Mario Vetro!
Mario donated $100,000 in stocks in December in 

honour of his late grandparents, Michael and Glenette 

Menzies. Michael Menzies was a New Zealand WWII 

veteran and one of seven survivors out of 24 Gilbert 

Island coastwatchers who were taken prisoner. Michael 

was credited with saving the lives of others in his POW 

camp. During the war, Glenette made her home in 

Auckland a hub for many Marines and troops, providing 

them with a homely atmosphere before leaving for 

the frontlines. Throughout their lives, Michael and 

Glenette were always concerned about others and their 

generosity is a value that Mario continues to honour. 

VTN extends thanks to Mario and his grandparents for 

the living legacy they leave behind for veterans.

Trevor and Sarah Street
In May, Trevor and Sarah Street made another generous 

donation to VTN in the amount of $20,000. Trevor 

reached out to see how VTN was affected by COVID-19. 

After hearing about the impact of the pandemic on 

VTN’s program and finances he said “let me see what I 
can do”. Within days, the Streets made their generous 
donation. It came at a critical time, and kept us afloat 
while we adapted our finances and programming, 
so we could get back to helping veterans. Trevor is a 

former Seaforth Highlander, Veteran of the Afghanistan 

Campaign and the CEO of the Partners 

Marketing Group. Caber Feidh!



PLATINUM SUPPORTERS

Trevor and 
Sarah Street

The Estate of 
Johannes Van Wees

Veterans Organizations 
Emergency Support Fund

Mario Vetro
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Each year, VTN receives considerable support from Canada’s Legions. We are 

grateful to be the recipients of the fundraising they do for veterans and want to 

acknowledge the dedicated community fundraising efforts. 

HONOURING LEGION SUPPORT

British Columbia 
• BC/Yukon Command -  

The Royal Canadian Legion
• Branch 250 - Kitimat
• Ladies Auxiliary Branch 88 - 

Maple Ridge
• Vancouver Poppy Fund

Manitoba 
• Branch 35 - Crystal City
• Branch 90 - Fort Garry  

(Poppy Trust Fund)
• Branch 215 - Henderson Highway
• Branch 43 - Norwood St. Boniface
• Branch 81 - Prince Edward Legion
• Branch 146 - Springfield
• Branch 7 - Transcona
• Branch 252 - Winnipeg  

South Osborne
• Branch 61 - Winnipeg Beach
• Branch 248 - Woodlands  

(Poppy Trust Fund)

Quebec
• Filiale 265 - Coquelicot
• Filiale 11 - Lacolle  

(Poppy Trust Fund)
• Filiale 198 - Montcalm Memorial
• Filiale 192 - Rouge River
• Filiale 10 - Sherbrooke 

Ontario 
• Ontario Command -  

The Royal Canadian Legion
• Branch 582 - Col. Tom Kennedy
• Branch 126 - Preston
• Branch 13 - Scarborough

• Ladies Auxiliary Branch 35 - 
Crystal City

• Ladies Auxiliary Branch 62 -  
Pilot Mound
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NEW SUPPORTERS

Vancouver Foundation 
Our thanks to the Vancouver Foundation for providing $73,200 in 

funding during COVID-19. The first $50,000 came in May -- it was one 
of the first grants we received after we had to pause our programs. We 
were very grateful for this quick influx of operating money and wish to 
thank this fund’s four partners: Vancouver Foundation, Vancity Credit 

Union, United Way Lower Mainland, and City of Vancouver. 

McConnell Foundation
During COVID-19, this large private Canadian foundation offered 

grants to help organizations innovate new approaches to their 

charitable work. McConnell Foundation’s generosity allowed VTN to 

effectively plan “post COVID-19”, including our continued expansion 
and new programs across Canada.

Coccoli 
VTN was pleasantly surprised when Coccoli, a children’s clothing 

company in Montreal, stepped up to make face masks for veterans 

attending our programs during the pandemic. The owner, Marian 

Vachon, explained that she and her husband Pierre wanted to 

demonstrate their support and thanks to the “valorous veterans of the 
Canadian Armed Forces” during the pandemic. Ms. Vachon designed 
the logos, and used her fabric and facility to create cotton face masks 

for all VTN program participants. It is through efforts like Ms. Vachon’s 

that we are reminded of the appreciation that so many Canadians 

have for our veterans and their service to Canada. VTN hears veterans 

lauded in every corner of the country for their service, and we’re happy 

to relay this story of tribute. 
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The BC/Yukon Command of the Royal Canadian Legion in partnership with the 
Vancouver Poppy Fund have funded our programs since our very first group of veterans 
gathered for counselling in 1997. They remain our longest-running donors, supporting the 
development our robust Veterans Transition Program and its expansion across Canada, and 

VTN’s journey to become a leading national mental health service for veterans. In 2020, they also supported our fledgling 
Transition Skills Course. We extend our continuing gratitude and friendship. 

True Patriot Love Foundation is one of the VTN’s longest standing and most generous supporters. Since 
2012, TPL has been instrumental in the VTN’s expansion into Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba, Nova Scotia 
and Prince Edward Island. In addition, TPL has also helped fund the specialized training of VTP clinicians 
to help grow our network, and make veterans-specific counselling available across Canada. TPL also stood 
by us in 2020 and funded VTN’s Transition Skills Course. Thank you, TPL! 

Veterans Affairs Canada has recognized the VTN as an approved service provider since 
2013. This means that VAC covers the cost of their clients (veterans) who attend our 
longstanding Veterans Transition Program, providing support for about a third of the 

veterans we serve. In 2020, VAC also recognized VTN’s new Transition Skills Course and provided VTN an additional 
$200,000 in December to support operation and administration costs during the pandemic. We extend our sincere 
appreciation for VAC’s continued recognition and support.

LONGEST STANDING SUPPORTERS

Essential Needs Foundation

As a veteran of the U.S. Marines who served in the Vietnam War, Terry Salman knows 

the challenges of transitioning from military to civilian life. He founded the Essential 

Needs Foundation with his wife and daughters to give back to veterans who are 

struggling. They have been donating to the VTN since 2014 to help veterans living with 

PTSD receive the support and treatment they need. Thank you to the Salman family 

and the Essential Needs Foundation for their ongoing support.

The Darimont Foundation

Gail and Paul Darimont recognize the value of VTN programs to help not only veterans, 

but also their families. By improving a veterans’ mental health and communications 

skills, VTN also improves the lives of their spouses and children. The Darimonts 

generously donate each year to “help provide veterans with the support and tools they need to ensure a 
happy and functioning family life.” VTN thanks the Darimonts for their generous multiyear support and 
recognition of the power of veterans’ mental health counselling to help entire families.

FAMILY FOUNDATIONS (MULTIYEAR SUPPORT)



Platinum Supporters

• All One Fund 
• BC/Yukon Command - The Royal 

Canadian Legion
• Boeing Vancouver

• Centraide du Grand Montréal
• Centre of Excellence on Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder
• Community Foundation of Nova 

Scotia
• Essential Needs Foundation

• Foundation of Greater Montréal
• Quebec Veterans Foundation

• Government of Canada - Emergency 
Community Support Fund 

• The McConnell Foundation 
• Ontario Command -  

The Royal Canadian Legion
• Select Wines

• Trevor and Sarah Street
• True Patriot Love Foundation

• May & Stanley Smith  
Charitable Trust

• The Estate of Johannes Van Wees
• Vancouver Foundation
• Vancouver Poppy Fund

• Veterans Affairs Canada - Veterans 
Organizations Emergency Support Fund

• Mario Vetro
• The Winnipeg Foundation

• Anonymous (3)

Community Supporters

• Wade Armstrong
• Adrienne Bailly

• Andrew D. Beckerman
• Georgia Brown

• Cambridge Plumbing Systems Ltd.
• Pamela S Carman
• Brian Cornelson

• Scott Cutler
• Gertrude Bernice Cunningham

• Regan Davis
• Jane De Ravallet

• Gavin Dew
• David Dossot
• John Falconer

• Rosemary Fears
• Alida Fernhout
• Terry Haakman

• Tyler Hann

• Roy Harman
• Joseph Hlady

• Sean Kelly
• Nancy and Edward Leathley

• Dale Lee
• Les Équipements Roand Inc.

• Lexus Properties Ltd.
• Gertrude Maxwell

• Bill McMullen
• Deborah Meyer
• Pat Neibergall
• Elena S. North
• Michael Raino

• James Robertson
• Sheldon Robinson

• United Roofing
• Laura Rusenstrom

• Anthony Salotti

• Rotary Club of Semiahmoo  
(Joon Sohn)

• Legion Royale Canadienne Filiale  
11- Lacolle (Poppy Trust Fund)

• Legion Royale Canadienne Filiale 
198 - Montcalm Memorial

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  
146 - Springfield

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 61 - 
Winnipeg Beach

• M Patricia Scarlett
• Adam Schell

• David Sutcliffe
• Tina Tam

• W. Fay Versteegh
• John Watson
• David Wilder

• Anonymous (4)

Gold Supporters

• Boeing Ottawa
• The Darimont Foundation

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 90 -  
Fort Garry (Poppy Trust Fund)

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 582 - 
Col. Tom Kennedy

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 252 - 
Winnipeg South Osborne

• Anonymous (1)

Silver Supporters

• Army, Navy & Air Force  
Veterans in Canada
• Vincenta Cheng

Bronze Supporters

• Gary Arca
• Bike Calgary

• Gail Peterson Darimont
• Perform Inv Inc.

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  
126 - Preston

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 81 
- Prince Edward Legion

• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 43 - 
Norwood St. Boniface

• Royal Canadian Legion Ladies 
Auxiliary Branch 88 - Maple Ridge

• Legion Royale Canadienne Filiale 
192 - Rouge River

• Vancouver Templeton 
New Century Lions Club

• M Coulter
• The Estate of Gertraud Whitbeck

• Nickle Family Foundation
• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  

215 - Henderson Highway
• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  

250 - Kitimat
• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  

13 - Scarborough
• Royal Canadian Legion Branch  

7 - Transcona
• Royal Canadian Legion Branch 248 - 

Woodlands (Poppy Trust Fund)
• Legion Royale Canadienne Filiale  

265 - Coquelicot
• Legion Royale Canadienne Filiale  

10 - Sherbrooke
• Anonymous (2)

DONORS
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